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c. Petitioner was issued enclosure (2), an adverse Detachment of Individual/Regular Eval for
failing to meet the minimum performance requirements for .  Petitioner was marked 
“significant problems” for promotion recommendation and retention was not recommended.  
Petitioner signed the adverse Eval and did not submit a statement, although she indicated that she 
intended to do so.  

d. Petitioner contends she already received a Regular Eval from her previous command.
Petitioner further contends the contested Eval is a grave injustice, is less than 90 days, the 
comments are untrue, and she received the “SP” Eval for failing the run part of a mock PRT after 
becoming a heat casualty.  Petitioner asserts she has worked hard for 13 years and was not given 
an opportunity to grow because of a failed mock PRT.  Petitioner provided a copy of the 
previous Eval from her transferring command who recommended an “early promote” and 
retention.  Enclosure (6). 

e. Enclosure (7), the advisory opinion (AO), furnished by PERS-32, recommended the
Petitioner’s record remain unchanged.  PERS-32 opined that the Eval is considered adverse and, 
in accordance with reference (b), a non-observed report is not authorized.  Furthermore, it was 
the reporting senior’s discretion to submit an observed report and he was authorized to do so in 
accordance with reference (b).  PERS-32 concluded that the observed Eval is valid and 
procedurally compliant.  

f. Petitioner furnished enclosure (8) in response to the AO and asserted that she was
informed by the command leadership that if she did not sign the Eval, she would not be allowed 
to PCS to her next command.  Petitioner further asserts the following:  “this SP evaluation for 
failing a ‘MOCK PRT’ is unjust and unfair.  For example, sailors who are in training for the 
SEAL team when they fail out of that training they don't get an SP evaluation, but instead they 
give them another NEC to benefit the Navy.  And it is the same for sailors who fail out of IDC 
School.  The other concern I have is that sailors who fail their  in the West Coast, 
they don't get an SP, why is it different in  when it is the same exact program.  My 
other concern is how can a failed ‘MOCK PRT’ be considered adverse with a 1.0 in performance 
trait when that is not even recorded in PRIMS?  And I was also a heat casualty at that time; was 
it wrong for me to look out for myself when another sailor in that same command passed away a 
few months before me because the instructors forced that sailor to do her MOCK PRT again to 
the point of dying.  I only have one life and I believe that I am still an asset to the Navy in other 
platforms like on the Ship and Hospitals, but not with the Marines since I did not pass the  
requirements.” 

CONCLUSION 

Upon review and consideration of all the evidence of record, the Board concurred with the AO 
that the Eval is valid and should remain in Petitioner’s record.  The Board found no error with 
the Eval and determined no injustice exists with its inclusion in Petitioner’s record.  In making 
this finding, the Board considered Petitioner’s arguments but concluded that it was within 
Petitioner’s Commanding Officer’s discretion to issue the Eval based on her failure of course 
requirements.  The Board noted that in Petitioner’s 4 February 2022 statement to the record, she 
acknowledges that it was the Commanding Officer’s policy that any student who fails any 
portion of the PFA would be dropped from the class and be assigned an SP Eval.  While the 






